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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with the study of several types of matrix interpolation 
problems, including 
® The matrix Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem in the Nevanlinna class .~tp, 
• The matrix Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem in the Stieltjes class .~j, 
• The truncated matrix power moment problem on the real axis, 
® The Stieltjes matrix power moment problem. 
We use the so-called block Hankel vector approach for the treatment of these problems 
and make explicit the correspondence b tween solutions to the Nevanlinna-Pick in- 
terpolation problem and solutions to an associated power moment problem with the 
block Hankel x ector under consideration. This enables one not only to find existence 
criteria for the solutions of the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem, but also to 
describe the solutions based on the results of power moment problem, and vice versa. 
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O. Introduction 
Both the moment problem and Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation (NP) prob- 
lem have been extensively studied in the literature using a variety of methods 
(see, e.g., [1,3-11,14-33] and references therein), and interconnections between 
these two types of interpolation problems are well recognized. 
In 1970s, Krein and Nudel'man ([24], Proposition V.5.1, [2'q) clarified a 
clever connection between solutions to the classical NP problem in the Stieltjes 
class with simple nodes situated in (-c~, 0] and solutions to a certain Stieltjes 
moment problem. Thanks to this relation, the study of the Stieltjes moment 
problem enables one not only to find solvability criteria, but also to parametrize 
the solutions of that NP Problem. (See also [26] for the further developments.) 
Some of these same ideas appeared ina different form earlier but implicitly in 
the study of the power moment problem of Ill, Ch. 3, Section 4, and somewhat 
later in the solvability problem for the NP problem in the Caratheodory class of 
[14], p. 51, and also recently in the solution of rational interpolation of[12] and 
in the solution of the NP problem in the Nevanlinna or Caratheodory class of 
[10,1 I], and in the solution of the boundary NP problem of [32], etc. 
In the present paper, we continue our investigations [10] of both the multiple 
NP problem and the power moment problem on the real axis. Here we gen- 
eralize the results obtained earlier to the case of matrix-valued functions via the 
so-called block Hankel vector approach. The main concern is the precise 
connection between the NP problem in the Nevanlinna class ~ or in the 
Stieltjes class ~p on the one hand and the matrix power moment (PM) problem 
on the real axis or on the semiaxis on the other. The so-called block Hankel 
vector, suitably adapted to the present framework, which is in fact a finite 
Hermitian matrix sequence, plays a significant role in our analysis. The essence 
of the block Hankel vector approach is to transfer the NP problem via the 
block Hankel vector to the PM problem, and vice versa. More precisely, it is 
shown that to a given NP problem in the class .~t; [in the class ~,  resp.], there 
corresponds a unique block-vector, eferred to as the block Hankel vector of 
that NP problem, such that the NP problem can be reduced to what amounts 
to the study of a certain truncated matrix power moment problem on real axis 
[on the semiaxis] associated with that block Hankel vector. The latter, in es- 
sence, consists of nothing more than a special case of the former in that one can 
view it as a high order NP problem in ..~p [in ~,  resp.] at a single point (infinity) 
(see Theorems 1.3 and 2.2 below). 
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The paper is divided into two sections besides tt-,e introduction. In Section 1 
we establish the integral and explicit connection between solutions to the NP 
problem in the Nevanlinna class ,;p and solutions to an associated PM 
problem on the real axis with the block Hankel vector of the former. Section 2 
is devoted to the same investigation as in Section 1 but for both the NP 
problem in the Stieltjes class ~ and the PM problem on the semiaxis. Also, the 
l:,oint of view presented here can be used to understand and to generalize 
considerably an endearing proposition of [24] mentioned above. 
1. Connection between the matrix Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation in the class .4~ 
and the matrix power moment problem on the real axis 
Let ,A:i; denote the class of all the CP×P-valued holomorphic functions F(2) 
such that F'(2) = F(2) and (F(2) - F* (2 ) ) / (2 -  2) f> 0 (Hermitian nonnega- 
tive) for all 2 6 C \ R. 
In this section, the notion of the so-called block Hankel vector of a matrix 
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem with multiple nodes in the class ...... ~ 
(NP(,~) problem, for short) is introduced. Then we shall establish a very rigid 
relationship between the NP(.,~r;) problem and a certain truncated matrix 
power moment problem on the real axis (PM(R) problem) associated with the 
block Hankel vector of the former. 
1.1. The NP(.t't;) problem 
We are given a sequence of p x p matrices c,~. (1 <~ i ~< 0, 0 <~ k <~ z, - 1 ), and 
distinct nodes 2~ E C '  = {2 E C: lm 2 > 0}, 1 ~< i <~ 0, and to each 2, there 
corresponds ome positive integer r,. The objective is to find necessary and 
sufficient conditions on the data to ensure the existence a function F(2) ~ t'p 
such that 
1 d k 
k! d2 k F(2)]:.:~., =cik, i : 1, . . . ,  0, k = 0, l , . . . , ' r i  - 1, (1.I) 
and to describe all the existing solutions when these conditions are met. 
It is well known (see, e.g. [21) that a function F(2) ~ .:1~ if, and only if, it 
aomits an integral representation 
F(2) = ¢z +/.L~. + da(u) Im ~ # 0, (1.2) 
" u-2  l+u- '  ' " 
- -  , " ) ( . ,  
where e = ~', ~ >t O, da(u) f> 0 (a nondecreasing CP×P-valued function) and 
f+~( l  + u:) -I tr de(u)< oc. In this case, 
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lim F(L) _ fl 
unifromly in each sector S~ defined by 
e~<arg2<~Tt-e (0<e<~,). (1.3) 
Observe that if F(2) is a solution to the NP(JI~) problem (l.l), then and only 
then F(2) E Xp is also an interpolant of the condition 
lak I kid2 kF(2) ;.=7., -- c'*k' i = 1,.. . ,0, k = 0, l , . . . ,z ,  - 1. (1.1') 
Let N = zt + . . .  + ~0 t> 2. Among CP×e[2], there exists a unique polynomial 
matrix, referred to as the Hermitian interpolation polynomial matrix of the 
NP(~4~) problem (1.1), which satisfies both Eqs. (1.1) and (i.1'), and is of de- 
gree at most 2N - 1. We denote by o9(2) such a polynomial matrix throughout. 
It can be formulated by 
r#- 1 
k=:o (;"- ~)A(¢) ~=~., 
(d)  [~-~ c~!~ - 2i)'~+__k ] } (1.4) 
+ ~ [~ (a- ¢)A(¢) j., ' 
r i -  ! 
where 
0 
A(~) = I I (~-  ~,)~'(~ - ~:)~'. 
i=l 
(1.5) 
1. ~ The block Hankel vector of the NP(..¢~) problem 
Let y and y be the sequences 
y = , • • • , t '0,"  • • ,AO) ,  
tl times r, times 
r times to times 
(1.6) 
which are uniquely defined by the collection of interpolation odes modulo 
permutation. Set up the (generalized) block Loewner matrix Lyr(co(2)) gener- 
ated by w(2) (and associated with "he sequences y and y) via the formula: 
L,~(co(2)) = (L/j)IJj=, E C Np×Np, (l.7a) 
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~zi- l,t i - I Cr~px t~p kl Cpxp where L o = (L~(j~:0.t=0 E with entries Lij E determined by 
Lk,= 1 ~k+t [to(2!--a.,(,u)] (l.7b) 
k!l! ~2k~l tt 2 - la ;.=;.,.,:"/" 
We need the following notation for polynomials and matrices associated 
with the sequence y in Eq. (1.6): 
0 N- I  
a(2) = H(2 -  2i)~' = Zaj,~J + ,~g, 
i=1 j=0 
a,k(2) = a(2)/(.;t - 2,) TM, i=  1, . . . ,  0, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  z; - 1, (1.8) 
W,. = col aij: O) E C NxN, 
/ k=0d=0 i= 1 
where the index (j) stands for the jth derivate with respect o 2 at 2 = 0. 
Let now C~ denote the (first) companion matrix, of order N, of a(2) in (1.8), 
and let Vy be the generalized Vandermonde matrix, of order N, associated with 
the sequence y in Eq. (1.6): 
row 
" J k,/=0 ;= I 
Set  
A t diag[J~, (2,)] ° = ;=t, (i.9) 
where J~,(2~) is the super Jordan cell of order z, with 2, along the main diagonal. 
It is known (see, e.g., [12]) that 
and 
c,v>, = V,,A~ 
WvVv = diag[Q~,a,.,,_~(J~,(2,))]~=~, 
where Q~, is the flip matrix of order z;, and ai.~,-t(2) is as in Eq. (1.8). Thus, 
both ~ and ~ are invertible. Further on, it is readily verified that 
,4~w, = ~,co. (i.10) 
Theorem 1.1. Let the NP(.A,p) problem (1.1) be given, and 09(2) be #s Hermitian 
interpolation polynomial matrix. Then there exists a unique Hermitian block 
vector h = (h0,... ,h2N-2),hi = h~ E C p×p, i = 0, 1, . . . .  2N - 2, such that 
L>.~(o~(:.)) = (~ ® I~)HN?[h](w.,, ® r:)', (l.ll) 
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where W~. is as in Eq. (1.8), and A ® B stands for the tensor product of matrices A 
and B. and 
nNp[h] -- (hi+J)cj:oN-! ~ cNp×Np 
is the Hermitian block Hankel matrix generated by h. The elements h0,. . . ,  h2N-2 
of h coincide with the first 2N-  1 Markov parameters of the rational p × ,o 
matrix function o~(2)/A(2), that is. o9(2)/A(2) has the Laurent expansion at in- 
finity: 
A( ; . )  - ;:J+' " (1 .12)  
j=O 
Moreover, an extreme case of(1.11) hoMs true." 
co l [co l [ (~,o , . . . ,  ¢,.~,-,  )l",=,, co l [ (go ,  . . . ,  c ,~ , .  _ ,)1",=,] 
= (WA ® Ip)col(ho,...,h2N-2,h2N-I), (1.13) 
where W.,I E t; . . . . . .  is defined as ~, in Eq. (1.8) bui with A(2) in place of a(2) 
therein. 
In the case ofp = 1, the statement of Theorem 1.1 is a particular case of the 
more general result given in [13], Theorems 3.3, 3.6 and Corollary 4.2 (see also 
[10], Theorems 2.1 and 2.2). The generalization to the case of p > I is imme- 
diate. Here, however, we give an alternative proof of Theorem 1. I, which will 
rely heavily on certain fundamental matrix equations. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From the identity 
. co(;~) - ~o(u)  o, ( ,~) - ~o(l~) 
- u = ~o(,~) - ~( / l ) ,  
we deduce by computing the partial derivatives (l/k!l!)(~k+;/~2kO, ld) of both 
sides at ). = y, and It = Yj for any i, j, k, l that 
(A¢ ® Ip)t>.y(,o().)) - L::r(to(2))(A~ ® It, )" = BC" - CB', (1.14) 
where A: is as in Eq. (I.9), and 
C = col[col(Ip, 0, 0~I ~; f,,~,,t, 
. . . . .  ~ / j i= i  ~ ~"  ' 
r,, times (1.15) 
B = col[col(c,0, c,t, .. ., c, ~,-! )]0;:=t E cNP~p. 
"7 
Since 2, ~ "v for any i,j, the matrix Eq. (1.14) has only one solution, which is 
clearly L:.;(to(2)) itself. 
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Multiplying Eq. (1.14) on the left by (~.®lp)  -~ 
( I~.* ® Ip)-l and using Eq. (1.10) we get 
and on the right by 
(C,, ® Ip)H - H(C,, ® Ip)* = (W,, ® Ip)- '(BC" - CB*) (~:  ® Ip)-', (1.16) 
where 
H = (W,. ® 6,)-'L,?~(~,,(2))(W,* ® Ip)-' E C Np×/ve. (1.1"/) 
On the other hand, if ~o(2)/A(2) has h0,ht,.., as its Markov parameters, 
then from Eqs. (i.12) and (I.4) we deduce that 
- . . . .  ' 
.= . ~=;., 
j=0 ,1  "~ 
which are all Hermitian p × p matrices. A simple calculation shows that the last 
expression amounts indeed to that col(h0,hl, ... ,h.,u-2,hz,v-i) solves uniquely 
Eq. ( !. 13). Similarly, we can derive 
col(ao6 . . . .  
+ col(hx, . . . .  h2.v-2, h2N-i ). 
® = Gt  - col(0, . . . .  
N--I times 
Thus, Eq. (i.16) amounts io 
(C;, ~i~ I/,)H - It(C-',, ~.)/p,)" = B,,C, - C,B,,. (1.16') 
O" * which has only one solution, since a(C,,) N (C,) = ¢k (or equivalently, ;.i ¢ 2j 
for any i, j). Taking H = (h,~j~N-I ,,,1~-o for the moment, we have 
(J,,, (0) ® Ip)H - H(JN (0)6) It, )' 
= col(hx,... ,h,,~._l)C n - C ,  row(hu,...  ,h2,v-i), 
which implies that H = (h,+/) 'v-t is the unique solution to Eq. (1.16'). Thus, /.j ~=0 
Eq. (I. 11 ) follows from Eq. (1.17). The proof is complete. El 
The preceding theorem implies in fact that to each NP(. ~) problem of the 
form (I.1) there corresponds uniquely a Hermitian block vector h defined via 
Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) such that Eq. ( !. ! ! ~ '.)lds. In what follows, as in the 
scalar case [10], we refer to the Hermitian block vector h = (h0,...,h2u-2) 
determined uniquely by Theorem I. 1 as the block Hankel vector of the NP(..i~) 
problem (1.1). It will play a key role throughout our investigations. In the other 
direction, ifh = (h0,hl, . . . ,  h2,v-,,) with each hj = h~ E C p~r is given in advance, 
then there is associated with each sequence y as in Eq. (1.6) a unique NP(o~p) 
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problem of the form (1.1), to within addition of a Hermitian constant matrix of 
order p for c~0 in (l.l), such that h is the block Hankel vector of that NP(t.~,) 
problem [13]. 
.~!~ view of the fact that the coefficients of A(2) in Eq. (1.5) are all real, 
Eq. ,t t,.12) implies in turn that the coefficients of to(2) are all Hermitian, a 
useful result later on. 
1.3. The PM(R) problem 
Given a finite sequence of p x p Hermitian matrices h0, h i , . . . ,  h2n, find the 
conditions on the data which will ensure the existence of a nondecreasing C pxp- 
valued function z(u)(-c~ < u < +o~) subject o 
+~x: 
=]f fdz (u) ,  j=0 ,1 , . . . ,2n - l .  hj 
+~ (1.18) 
h2n >i / U In 
, l i  
dz(u), 
qUv 
and describe the set o~ :olutions. 
Note that the PM(R) proCcm (1.18) is differeat from and closely relative tr 
the truncated Hamburger matrix mu,:z~nt (HM) problem of finding a :,onde- 
creasing Ct'~'-valued function ~(u) (-oc < u ~. i --") ~,lhi~t-, ,.- 
h s =/ td  d~(u), j = 0, l , . . . ,2n, (I.19) 
l i J  
that is, the HM pro~ie!k~ (i.19) is the same as the PM(R) problem (1.18) but 
with ha, = J'_L~ u:" dz(u) in place of the last one in (1.18). 
The following result shows the close relation of the HM problem (1.19) to 
the problem of reconstructing functions tli(,i.) in .tT~ with ~.~ given asymptotic 
expansion 
¢,(;,)= ho hi h2, 
2 22 . . .  ,;i.2n+l R2,1+l (2), (1.20) 
where R2,+1(2) = o(2 -2"-i ) as 2 ---> ~ uniformly in each sector (1.3). 
Lemma 1.2 (The Hamburger-Nevanlinna theorem). If z(u) is a soh, tion to the 
HM problem (I.19), then there exists q~(2) E ..... t p determined by 
(1.21) 
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for which the asymptotic representation 
ho hi h2~-____L] 1im22"+i[¢(2) + + + • + = -h2. (1.22) 
holds uniformly in each sector (1.3). 
Conversely, if Eq. (1.22) holds, at least for 2 = iv (y ---, +~),  for a certain 
• (2) E .~, then ~(2) admits the representation (1.21) in which z(u) is a solution 
to the HM problem (1.19). 
1.4. A one-to-one correspondence b tween solutions to the NP(,¢p) problem and 
solutions to an associated PM(R) problem 
If now we let n= N-1  in the PM(R) problem (1.18), and further ]et 
(ho, hi,...,h2~,-2) coincide with the block Hankel vector h of the NP(,~) 
problem (1.1), then we can derive an elegant correspondence b tween the so- 
lution sets of these two problems as follows. 
Theorem 1.3. The NP(,f~) problem (1.1) is solvable if, and only if, the PM(R) 
problem (1.18)associated with the Hankel vector h = (h0,..., h2N-2) is solvab&. 
In this case, there exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween their solutions F(2) 
and r(u) (-c~ < u < +c~) determined by the formula: 
+ 7K.; [,,/.? 
F(, l = ,o(a) + - 
, U ~ A 
- -~  
(1.23) 
where o9(2) and A(2) are as before. More precisely, /fF(2) is a solution to the 
problem (1.1) and admits an integral representation of the form (1.2)Jot 
Im 2 # 0, then there exists ~(u) (-oc < u < +~)  such that 
+ .~ 
-o9(2) + F(2) _ f dr (u) (1.24) 
- - 
--,3(; 
and 
hj -- 
+ ,.'TX~, 
f u/dr(u), j -0 ,1 ,  . . . .  2N-3 ,  
h~-2 =- fu  2N-2 dr(u) 
(1.25) 
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in which fl >>. 0 is identical with that appearing in Eq. (1.2), and 
dr(u) dtr(u) = A(u) ' - cc<u<+c~.  (1.26) 
Conversely, each solution z(u) to the PM(R) problem (1.18) satisfying Eq. (1.25) 
with fl = h2N-2 -" f~+~ u2N-2dz(u) therein is associated with the solution F(2) to 
the problem (1.1) defined via Eq. (1.23), which admits a representation fform 
Eq. (1.2), where 
+9C 
fl -- h2N_ 2 -- / U 2N-2 dr(u) >f 0 
q t J  
--TX~ 
and 
da(u) = A(u) dz(u), -c~ < u < +co. 
Proof. Suppose first that F(2)E .,lt; is a solution to the problem (1.I) and 
admits a representation f form (I.2) for Im 2 # 0: 
-,'X. 
u- i t  
where ~ = ~t', [~ >i 0, dtr(u) f> 0, 
that the integral 
u ) do(u) 
1 +u 2 
and y.,,:~ (I + u2)Itr da(u)< oc. Observe 
f da(u) 
,, A(u)(a -u )  
makes sense, since the poles of [A(u)(2- u)] -! 
for each fixed ). with lm2#0,  are not 
lim,,_.~(l + u2)/(A(u)(l - u)) = 0. Define in turn 
, regarding as a function of u 
on the real axis, and 
tb(2) = F(2) + A(2) f  
which can be rewritten as 
da (u) 
A(u)(~-u)' 
+~ 
,,b(.z) = ~ + f~.z + L A(u)(u- Z) ! + u2 " 
It is evidently seen from Eq. (1.27) that the last integrand therein must be a 
certain polynomial of 2 of degree at most 2N-  l, whose coefficients ji(u) of 
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2 i (i = 0, 1, . . . ,  2N - 1) are certain functions of u with no real poles, and sat- 
isfy that lim,__.~(l + u2)f(u) < o¢. By integrating the polynomial in question 
term by term, we derive that tb(2) given in Eq. (1.27) is indeed a certain 
polynomial matrix of CP×P[2], of degree at most 2N - 1, subject to Eqs. (1.1) 
and (1.1'), so that tb(2) has to be identical with to(2). 
Since the fact that lim,,__.~(l + u2)/A(u) < oo together with the condition 
that f+~(l+u2)-ltrda(u)<+c~ implies that f+_~A(u)-Itrda(u) makes 
sense, we can set 
14 
r(u) = f A(u) -ida(u) for -oo<u<+c~.  
- -3 ( .  
Then we have in turn 
f+~ tr dr(u) < +oc. Let now 
q '7~: 
e(x)- A(.I(u-),) = u-  
- -  (X.~ - -  e'XL 
(1.28) 
the relation (1.26) with dr(u) ~> 0 and 
Then ~(2) belongs to the class ..... (j, and is such that F(2) = (o(,~) + ~(2)A(2). In 
virtue of Eq. (1.12) and the fact that 
,im (F(2)j.~N-i) =)im (F(2)22")= lim F(2) 
uniformly in each sector {1.3), we derive 
lim 2 'N-~ 
,~---.oc 
h0 hi 
, / , (2)  + - -  +. . .  + 
Z 2" 
h2N-3 ] 
]g2 N-2 
= - 
uniformly in each sector (1.3). Hence, Lemma 1.2 implies that z(u) in Eq. (1.28) 
satisfies Eq. (1.25), as needed. 
Next suppose, conversely, that r(u) is a solution to the problem (1.18), so 
that fl = h2N-z .... f~+~ u 2N-2 dr(u)/> 0 is given. Let 
+0~,  
Ill(2)=/dz(u!'u-z lm2-#O, 
U 
a(u)= f A(u) dr(u) jbr -~  < u < +oc. 
0 
Then da(/) = A(u)dr(u) f> 0 (-oc < u < +oc) and f )~( l  + uZ)-'tr da(u) 
= f__+~(l + u2)-iA(u)tr da(u) < ~,  since f_~ u k tr dr(u) < c~ for k = 0, 1, . . . ,  
2N-  2. It is obvious that 
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( 1 u )=2 fo rany2~ R .!mi ( l+u  2) u -2  l+u  2 
so that 
+oc /( , u ) 
u--)~ l+u 2 
--7X2 
exists for any 2 ~ R. Define now 
+.'x~ /(, .) ,e(;,) =/j;, + do(u) 
u- - ) .  l+u  2 " 
lm 2 # 0. (1.29) 
Then/~(2) belongs to .,t~, and is such that 
lim F! 2----2) =/3 (1.30) 
uniformly in each sector (1.3). In a similar way to the proof of the first part of 
the theorem, we can show that 
f da(u) tb(2) .=_ F(2) - A().)~(2) = P(2) + A(2) A(u)( - 2) (1.31) 
- -X  
is a certain polynomial matrix in C~'~v[2], of degree at most 2N - !, subject o 
°' I a7 (°()') ;.=a, = ~" a=~., i = 1,. . . ,0, k = 0, 1, . . ,T i  - 1. 
On the other hand, we have by Lemma 1.2 that 
hi h,N-3. lim22,v_t[q~(2) + ho + + + _. | ( fl) 
- -  . . .  ~2N_2 J  =- - ,h2N - -  ;~---.x Z F -2 
uniformly in each sector (1.3). This together with Eq. (1.30) implies that for the 
sufficiently large values of [21, 
lim 22N- 
2--,~c 
tb(2) ho ht h~_3 ] = -hv¢-2 
A(~) +T+V +"  + ~.-~--~-~- 
But the last expression is also valid with o~(2) in place of 5~(2) therein, so that 
there exists a p × p constant matrix :c such that 
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to(A) - (b(2) - o~, (!.32) 
which is evidently Hermitian: ct = ~t*, since the coefficients of both to(2) and 
69(2) are all Hermitian. Thus, from Eqs. (1.29), (l.31), (1.32) we deduce 
F(;t) - ~ + F(2) = to(2) + A(2)~(2) E .A:p. 
The proof is complete. I-1 
We remark that the precediag theorem says in fact among matrix moment 
problems the PM(R) problem (i.18) with n = N-1  rather than the HM 
problem (1.19) with n = V-  1 is the closest resemblance to the NP(J~) 
problem. Theorem 1.3 provides also a very important link between the HM 
problem (1.19) with n = N-  1 and a version of the NP(A~) problem (1.1) in 
which the interpolants F(2) are required further to satisfy that 
lim~_.~F(;L)/2 = 0 unilormly ~n each sector (1.3). 
1.5. The solution of the NP(,4p) problem 
We first need the following lemma. In [3], the sufficiency of the condition 
(1.33) was proved, while the necessity follows directly from the fact 
= )cj--=o ~; tg +' dr(u) --: 
i,/:=0 
-t-- '3C 
f ("' ");'j=0 6) dz(u) i> O, 
where z(u)(-oc < u < +~)  is a solution to the PM(R) problem (1.18). 
Lemma 1.4 [3]. The PM(R) problem (1.18) is solvable iJ~ and only if, the following 
block Hanke! matr~': H,, is Hermitian n:~nnegative: 
/4. = (h,+jL:o/> o. (1.33) 
The following result includes indeed a new solvability criterion for the 
NP(~,I);) problem (see (b) of Theorem 1.5), and an alternative proof of the well 
known solvability criterion for the :~gme problem (see (c) of Theorem 1.5). 
Theorem 1.5. Let h = (h0,... ,h2~-2) be the block Hankel vector of the NP (..~p) 
problem (1.1), and to(2) be as beJore. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The NP(,~);) problem (1.1) is solvable. 
(b) ),,j=o >f 0 
(c) The generalized block Loewner matrix Lyi:(to(2)) ~> 0 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 immediately. I--1 
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The Hamburger-Nevanlinna theorem lets ,,.~ re.~t.?te he PM(R) problem 
(1.18) as follows. Given a Hermitian p × p matrix sequence h0,hl, . . .  ,h2,,, it is 
required to reconstruct all q,(2) e .Ji~ with prescribed asymptotic expansion at 
infinity 
qs().) - - -  h0 hi h2n - 
2 22 ... 22,+ ' ... (1.34) 
for some fl with 0 .<. fl <~ h2., or equivalently, with the asymptotic representation 
ho h h2.-i. 
1im 22"+! [(/)(2) +- -  +--~, + . . .  + -7x7. .  ] (h-,, fl), O<~fl<~h2,,, (1 .3 .5)  ,. ; :  z..., - = - - -  
uniformly in each sector (1.3). In case fl = 0, then the above mentioned 
problem amounts to the HM problem (1.19). 
From Theorem 1.3 we see that if the set of solutions q,(t.) to the problem 
(1.35) with n = N - 1 and (h0,... ,h2N-,.) being the block Hankel vector of the 
problem (1.1) admits a parametrized description by means of a linear fractional 
transformation 
*(2) = [a(2)P(2) + b(2)Q().)][c().)P(2) + d(2)Q(2)]-', (1.36) 
where the free parameter 
[ Q(2)] 
runs over a suitable set; the matrix of the transformation (1.36) has the form 
O(2) = [a(2) b(2)] C2p×2p 
c(2) d(21 e , (1.37) 
then the set of solutions F(2) to the NP(. ti; ) problem (1. I ) can be parametrized 
by means of a linear fractional transformation 
F(2) = ,0(2) + A(2)[a().)P(2) + b(2)Q().)][c(2)P(2) + d().)Q(2)] ~ ', (1.38) 
whose matrix has the form 
1,, ] ] (1.39) 
In the nondegenerate situation (i.e., /4,, = (h~+j)u= o > 0j, a complete de- 
scription of the set of solutions to the problem (1.35) has been given in [22], 
Theorem H. See also [9,11] for the general case (i.e.,/4, t> 0). Each of them 
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leads to a description of solutions to the NP{. l t;) problem (1.1) in yet another 
form. See [11], Theorem 5.2 for one of such results. 
1.6. On the HM problem and its associated NP(,~tt;) problems 
We consider the HM problem (1.i9) with n=N- I  and with 
h = (he,h~,.. . ,  h2N-2) as its Hermitian moment vector. We define the sequence 
y as in Eq. (1.6) at own convenience, ven, if desired, considering a simple-node 
case: y = (y~;y,,... ,y,v). From the remark following Theorem l.l it follows 
that to such h and y together with a fixed h2x-, c C p~t' there corresponds only 
one NP(,Jtp) problem of the form (1.1), such that h is the block Hankel vector 
thereof, called the NP(. lp) problem with data h, h2x_~,y. Then Theorem 1.3 
provides incidentally an important link between the HM problem with 
n = N-  1 and with h0,... ,  h_,N_., as moments and a version of the NP(. Ip) 
problem with Jata h, h2x-~,y, in which an extra constraint is added, namely, 
require that the interpolants F(2) be such that lim;_.~F(2)/2 = 0 uniformly in 
each sector (1.3). Thus, the solution of that HM problem may become the 
point of departure for the statement and investigation of semc ncw p~oblems in
the version of the NP(. 1}i) problem with data h, h2x_l,y mentioned above (the 
VNP(, I~) problem with data h, h2,v_.,)', for short), for example, to find the 
solvability criteria and formulas describing the solutions. The last implication 
clearly is reversible. 
The following result is a simple consequence of[l I], Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 1.6. Let h := (h~ . . . . .  h2x 2) I,e a hh,,'k re~'tor with each hi = h~ ~ C/'~/'. 
Then the folhnt'ing are equirah,nt." 
(a) The HM problem (I.19) with n = N - I aml with h = (ho . . . . .  h,.x 2) as the 
Hermitian moment vector is soh,able. 
(b) The VNP(. It; ) probh, m with &tta h,h,_x i,.v mentioned above is soh,ahh'. ~' ! 
(c) The block Hankel matrix dr.,fined h), (h~ ,i)).i ,~ is nonnegatirely extt,mktbh'. 
that is. there exist Hemtitian matrices h2x ~.h,.x of  order p such that 
(hi+~ N ),.i=o f> 0. 
Further on, digging a little deeper, one can try to gain an insight into the 
description of solutions to that VNP(. ttl) problem by examining what become 
of the interpolants for the case when the last inequality in the PM(R) problem 
( ! .18)  w i th  n = N - 1 is replaced by the equality. The equality versus inequality 
issue can be analyzed via a variety of approaches. 
It turns out that if the PM(R) problem (1.18) with n = N - i has the solu- 
tions r(u) defined via the form (!.36), in which ~b,().) : ./"~ dr (u ) / (u -  2) and 
[P(2) Q(;.)] 
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is an arbitrary Nevanlinna pair, and if the condition (c) of Theorem 1.6 holds 
true, then the corresponding HM problem has the solutions ~(u) defined via 
f (,,) 
J u- i .  
- -  3 f .  
= [a(2)G(2) + b(;'.)][c(2)G(2) + d(2)]-' (1.40) 
where G(2) is an arbitrary member in ...I~; such that l im;_~G(2)/2 = 0 uni- 
formly in each sector (1.3). On the basis of the last result and Theorem 1.3, we 
obtain immediately the description of solutions for the VNP(..'r~) problem with 
data h.h2x-l.y by means of the formula (1.23) with z(u) replaced by ~(u) of 
Eq. (I.40). See e.g. [11], Section 3, for further details. 
The preceding reasoning clearly is reversible. We begin with the NPG't;) 
problem and the VNP(. It;) problem both with data h, h2N_~,y, where the se- 
quence 3' consists of simple nodes. It turns out that if the solutions F(2) to the 
former problem are given by a formula: 
F(;.) = [:x(,;.)P().) + fl(;.)Q(;.)][7(2)P(2) + fi(.,;.)Q(,;.)]-', (1.41) 
where 
P(;.) 
is an arbitrary Ncvanlinna pair, then, by a straightforward verification, the 
solutions/:'(2) to the latter, if there exist, are given by 
P(;.) = + fl(;,)][;,(;.)a(;.) + (I.42) 
in which G(;.) is an arbitrary member of the class .lp such that 
lim, .... , G(,;.)/;. = 0 unitbrmly in each sector (1.3). By Theorem 1.3, the last 
result enables us to obtain the description of the solutin set for the HM 
problem t1.19) with n = N-  I and with h as its Hermitian moment vector, 
which must have the tbrm (1.40). (The same conclusion is also a result of Dym 
[16] by a different approach only for the nondegenerate case.) 
2. Connection between the NP problem in the class '~e and the Stieitjes matrix 
power moment problem 
This section is devoted to the same investigations a that in Section 1 but for 
both the NP problem in the class -~/t; (the NP(.r~') problem, for short) and the 
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matrix power moment prot~lem on the semiaxis R -= ( -~,0)  (the PM(R-) 
problem), i.e., the Stieltjes matrix power moment problem. Here the class .~ 
consists of all the CP×P-valued functions F(2) holomorphic in the complex 
plane C with a cut along the semiaxis [0,+~),  satisfying that 
(F (2) -  F*(2)) / (2-2)1> 0 for lm 2 ~ 0, and F(x)>>, 0 for real x < 0. The 
fundamental result is a one-to-one correspondence b tween solutions to the 
NP(A~p) problem and solutions to an associated PM(R-) problem (see Theorem 
2.2 below). An extension thereof is also given in Theorem 2.5. 
2.1. The NP(°~) problem and its block f-lankel vector, and the PM(R-)  problem 
We are given the interpolatic~n data as in the NP(. It;) problem (I.1). The 
objective is to find necessary antl sufficient conditions on the data to ensure the 
existence a function F(2) E ,f~; such that Eq. (1.1) holds, and describe all the 
existing solutions when these conditions are met. We call this the NP(,~) 
problem for short. 
It is well known [27,24] that F(),) c ,~ if, and only if, it admits an integral 
representation 
/ '  F(2) = v + , da(u). 
li -- A 
l} 
(2.1) 
where v >t 0, da(u) f> 0 for u t> 0 and da(u) = 0 for u < 0, and 
+ 
f '  l+u  
0 
tr da(u) < -I-oc. (2.2) 
In this case, lim~_.~F(2) = v uniformly in any sector (I.3). 
The following characterization f the Stieltjes class can be obtain from [24], 
Appendix, for the scalar case, the proof in the matrix case is identical with that 
of the scalar case (see also [27], Theorem 2.2 with T(z -~) in place of T(-) 
therein). 
Theorem 2.1 [24]. F(2) E .f/~ (/i and only ill F(2) C . It; am/2F(2) 4 .1~. 
Let N = ZI[, r,, and, let eJ(2)E CP~P[2] and A(2) be as before. Denote by 
ho, hl , . . ,  the Markov parameters of ¢o().)/A(2) (see Eq. (1.12)). We refer to 
]Is "-(ho, h l , . . . ,h2N-2 ,  h2N-i) (rather than (h,,.hj . . . .  ,h2x 2)) as the bh~ci," 
Hankel vector of the NP(.~;) problem. 
Since 
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2(o( ;.) hi ih h2N-2 h2N-i 
-- h 0 --F---F---~ -3 L . . .  Jr" .,X_.~ 
A().) z ).- /~" - /~- 
from Theorem 1.1 we deduce that 
t . . .  
. . N - I  
L.vy()J..t)(,~.)) - -  L. ,~(,t.o. l( ,z) - -  A(,~,lho) -- (Wy (~ Ip)(hi+j+llij=o(Wy @ Ip)'. (2 .3 /  
Note that, as was mentioned in Section 1, the block Hankel vector h~ of the 
NP(5/~) problem is also Hermitian, i.e., hj = h~ E C p×p, j = 0, 1, . . . ,  2N - 1. 
The PM(R-) problem can be formulated as follows. Given a finite sequence 
of p × p Hermitian matrices h0, h~,..., h2,+~, find the conditions to ensure the 
existence of a nondecreasing CP~P-valued function r(u)(0 <~ u < +~)  such that 
hi= / 
o 
zgdr(u), j=  O, l , . . . ,2n,  
h2,,~l >. f i t  2"~1 dr ( l / ) ,  (2.4) 
0 
and describe the set of solutions. 
It is known [17] that a solvability criterion of the PM(R-) problem (2.4) is 
the nonnegativity of Hermitian block Hankel matrices H,, and H,,: 
H,, = (t,,, , ) [ , , .  >t o. tt,, = (h,,,,,},"., , >I 0 (2.5) 
(s [3, 6] for a .ce also Corollary proof ot" sufficiency of condition (2.5)). 
2.2. A one-to-one corre.~?ondence b tween solutions to the NP(5~) problem and 
sohltions to an associated PM(R-) problem 
If now we take n=N- I  and the block Hankei vector 
h, = (h., hi . . . .  , h,.x i) of the NP(.~',) problem as the moment vector in (2.4), we 
can derive a correspondence between solutions to the NP(.~) problem and 
solutions to the PM(R-) problem (2.4) by using Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 2.2. The NP(.'~',) probh, nl is soh'able (/'and only if t/~e PM(R-) problem 
(2.4) associated with the block Hankei vector h, is soh'able. In this case. there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between their solutions F(2) and r(u) 
(0 <~ u < +, )  determined by the jbmlukl: 
f dr (u) F().) = (,,(,;.) + - A(,~.). 
II - -  A 
0 
(2.6) 
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More precisely, tfF(2) is a so;ution to the NP(Jp) problem and admits an integral 
representation of the form (2.1), then there exists r(u) such that 
¢, ( ) - - to(2)+F(2)  
A(2) 
+ ~7X2 ¸ 
1 dr(u) ----  
and 
+ 3C 
hj =/d  dr(u), 
0 
j - -  0, l . . . .  ,2N-  2, 
h2N- !  -~ fu 
0 
' dr(u)+ v. 
(2.7) 
& which v >>. 0 is identical with that appearing hz Eq. (2.1), and 
do(u) 
dr(u) = d(u) ' O<~u < +oc. 
Conversely, each solution r(u) (0 ,< u < +oe) to the PM(R-) prohh'm (2.4)sat- 
isfying Eq. (2.7) with v - h2x- t - . [o  u=,~ I dr(u) f> 0 there#l L~" associated with 
the solution F(2) to the NP(,%) prohh'm dtfined l~.!' Eq. (2.6), which athni/s a 
representation f the form (2.1) in which v -  h2,v l - . [o  zt2'~ ....I dr(t , )  >~ 0 and  
dtr(u) = A(u) dr(u) (0 <~ u < +:x.,). 
In other words, the aJbrementioned correspondence an be aL~'o th,scribed briefly 
by Eq. (2.8). 
Proof. Suppose first that F(2) is a solution to the NP(,'~) problem, and 
admits the representation (2.1). Then, since lim...~u(l +u)/(1 +u 2) - - l ,  
fo ~ u(l + u2) -I dtr(u) makes sense, and hence 
47X~ ¢ X 
f .  / ( '  ,,) F(;L)=[v+ l+u 2 dtr(u)]+ u -2  I+u-' do'( 
0 -- :x 
Im2 #0,  
u), 
which means that F(2) admits the representation (I.2) but with 
= v + j'O ~ u/l + u 2 do'(u) and fl = 0, and therefore F(2) belong.,; to. 1/. From 
Theorem 1.3 it follows that there exists a r(u) ( -oc < u < +~) ,  satisfying 
dz(u) = A(2)-lda(u) >_, O, and dr(u)= 0 for u < 0, such that Eq. (2.6) holds. 
Define in turn 
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,t,(>.)- -,o(>.) + F(~.) A(>.) 
+~-x. 
f 1 dr(u). u ), 
Since 
(2.9) 
~-712 4- L')¢ / '  / ' ~tr  dr(u) = 
! + u (! + u)A(u) 
0 0 
tr do'(u) < ~,  
0(2) E ~' by Eqs. (2 1) and (2.2) with r(u) in place of o(u) therein Taking into " p • 
account Eq. (!.12)and the fact that 
lim [ F().) ] 
>.-~ L A(;.) ;._,.v 
---- ~, 
uniformly in each sector (1.3), we derive from Eq. (2.9) that 
I ho 
lirn2 ~x 0(2) +- -+. . .  - t -~  
,~. --~., "x  ' A 
h2N-2 ]
: 7 i  = --h2N-I + v (2.10) 
L 
uniforJ,,'y in each sector (1.3), so that, by Lemma 1.2, ~(z,,) is a solution to the 
7M(R ) problem (2.4) with n = N-  I such that Eq. (2.7) holds true. 
Conversely, if q,(2) (.7-..'/~; is of the tbrm 
, \ 
q,(,:) = / '  I dr(u) 
, II ~ }. ' 
0 
~here r(u) is a solution to the PM(R)  problem with n = N - 1 such that (2.7) 
= .. t ",-~ I dr(u) >I 0, then, by using Theorem 1.3 again, holds for v h,,; ~ -0  u2~" 
there exists a 6(u) satisfying Eq. (2.8) (and therefore d(r(u) >i 0 for u >/0 and 
da(u) = 0 for u < 0) such that 
F().) = to(/.) + q~(2)A().) = u * / ( I 
\u -  ;, 
3 
\ 
} da(u) (2.1 l) 1 u 2 / 
for a certain Hermitian :t. where rr(u) is such that 
/ , /,/,,, 
tr do'(u) = 
. 1 + u ! -~, u 
11 11 
tr do-(u) < co. 
On the other hand, since Eq. (2.10) holds unitbrmly in each sector (1.3) by 
Lemma !.2, it follows from Eqs. (!.12) and (2.1 I) that 
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J / " }.--'~x. ~ ,)2N ___ !,' = ~.--lim~ F().) = ~-  1 + u 2 do'(u) 
0 
uniformly in each sector (1.3), so that 
/1  
F().) = v + do'(u) E 9"~ ,~ e p .  
0 
Thus, as F(2) satisfies clearly Eqs. ( l . l I  and (1.1') by Eq. (2.11), F(2) is a so- 
lution to the NP(~)  problem, as desired. V1 
From Eqs. (2.5), (2.3) and (1.11) we deduce the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let h.~ = (h0, h l , . . . ,h2x-z)  he the block thmkei vector of the 
NP(SPp) problem. Then the follow#Tg are equit,alent." 
(a) The NP(,~) problem is solvable. 
N-! rV- I (b) (hi+j)i.j::o >~ 0 and (hi~i+l)'i.j:o >I O. 
(c) L.,.r(to(2)) i> 0 and L.,:v().~,9(2)) >~ O. 
2.3. The Krein-Nudel'man (KN) probh'm 
In the scalar case: p = 1, it is interesting to recall an endearing proposition, 
due to Krein and Nudel'man [24, p. 195]. It shows that the KN problem (that 
is, the classical NP problem in the class .'/'~, the class .'//, with p = i, with simple 
nodes situated in (-,zc, 0]) is equivalent o a certain Stieltjes moment problem. 
We formulate the K N problem in the l'ollowing manner. 
Tile KN problem: Given real numbers (0 <).,el < x: < .. .  < x,, and {c~ }~ t, it 
is required to determine a function F ( -2 )  in ,,f~ such that 
F(-x~.) = cA., k= 1,2, . . . .  n. (2.12) 
Let now &(2) be the Hermitian interpolation polynomial, of degree at most 
n - 1, of the KN problem subject to Eq. (2.12), and let A(,;.) be the annihilator 
polynomial defined by 
P! 
,4(,;t) = H( ) .  + xk). (2.13) 
k=l 
As before, we refer to fi = (ho, h l , . . . ,h , - t )  generated by the lirst n Markov 
parameters of ¢b(2)/zi(2)as the Hankel t~et'tor of the KN problem (2.12). More 
precisely, it follows from [13, p. 180] that 
P! 
Z( II hk = -xl,) k (xi -- x/) iCj, k - 0, 1 . . . .  (2.14) 
j=l i~j 
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which are clearly all real. 
The Stieltjes moment problem associated with the Hankel vector i~ of the 
KN problem is required to determine a nondecreasing function ~:(u) 
(0 <~ u < +~)  such that 
h i = fu  / dr(u), 
0 
j=O, l  . . . . .  n -2 ,  
h,, I ~ . fu"  I dr(u). 
0 
(2.15) 
Theorem 2.4 [24, Proposition 5. !, p. 195]. A sequem'e {t'k }'i a&nits a represen- 
ratio,, 
c~ =v+ /da(u)  
. .r~ + tt 
I) 
~ ~ ,  k = I . . . . .  n ,  (2 .16)  
where v ~ ()am/(0 <).vl < x,. < .. .  < x,,, il[ ami  only il~ the sequence 
t i  
.v~ = Za ,~c , ,  k = 0.1 . . . . .  n -  ! 
i I 
has a .~'oh'al, h, 5,'tielties moment  prol~h'm, where mmlhers ajk are ~h:lim,d ria 
u* = ',~t--~'ai~ k=O. l . . . . ,n - l ,  0<.,,'; <. . .<x, , .  (2.17) 
''i ( t t ) r "~" j --~ t ~ 
in Htis case, each t'epresentation (2.16) is associated with a representation 
• X .  
s, = ./ 'u i dr(.), ,/ 
o 
/ s,, ! = u" I dr(u) + v. 
i 
I I ' / l~ ' l 'C '  
=0 I , - '~  
(2.18) 
dr(u) = da(u)/,;l(u). (2.19) 
('onrcrsely, each representation (2.18) is associated with a representation (2. i 6) 
for which 
do'(,)- ,.i(,)dr(,). 
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A simple calculation concludes that the moments {sk}i'~ - given in Theorem 
2.4 are nothing more than the Hankel vector fi = (h0,...,h,,_~) defined via 
Eq. (2.14), since 
( -x . )  k ,  = ajkI-[(xi - xi),. Vk,j. 
~4j 
Thus, the point of view presented in this paper can be used to understand and 
to rewrite down the correspondence given in Theorem 2.4 via the Hankel 
vector approach. 
Theorem 2.4 says indeed that if F ( -2 )  c/T~ is a solution to the KN problem 
+3C 
(2.12), and admits a representation: F(2) = v + f~ da(u)/(u + 2), then and 
only then r(u), defined via Eq. (2.!9), satisfies Eq. (2.18), where (so,... ,s,,_l) is 
identical with the Hankel vector h of the KN problem. 
Further on, both Theorems 2.4 and 2.2 can be generalized considerably. 
2.4. The NP(.~',) problem with both real and non-real interpolation odes 
We are given real numbers x~ < x2 < . . -<  x,: (< 0) with multiplicities 
vl, v2,.. . ,  v,~, respectively, and 2~,... ,  2, c C + with multiplicities r~,. . . ,  r0, re- 
spectively, and a set of p × p matrices D,~ (1 ~ i ~< t:, k - 0, 1, . . . ,  vi - 1) and 
C,k (I <<. i <~ O, k = 0, 1 . . . .  , r, - 1), where each D,k is Hermitian. It is required to 
find conditions to ensure the existence of a function F(2) E ,,/~; such that 
1 d ~ 
k[ dgc F()')[;" ,, =D,~, i=  I, . . . .  ~:, k =0.1 , . . . , v , -  1, 
1 d k (2.20) 
k!d2 kF(2) ] ; ' '  =C,~, i=  1, . . . ,0 ,  k=0,1 , . . . , t , -  1, 
and to describe the set of solutions when these conditions are met. 
The NP(,Yp) problem (2.20) contains clearly the NP(,~) problem considered 
in Section 2.1 and the KN problem (2.12) as two special cases. 
E Let M = ~-'].j=,. v ., + 2 Y'~Ji~, rJ >1.  We call the unique polynomial matrix 
f~(,,l) E c'~'~Pr2l,~, t-~J  of degree at mcst M-  1, subject to Eq. (2.20) ar'.d 
I d k I • 
F(2)I  - = Cik' i=  I 0, k=0,1  r , -  1 (2.20') 
k!d2 ~ ,.~:~., , . . . ,  , . . . . .  
the Hermitian interpolation polynomial matrix of the NP(,,~) problem (2.20). 
Further on, let ,4(2) be dcmled as 
- -  - - x i )  ':, 
j=l  j-=i 
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We refer to the block vector fi = (h0,ht,... ,hM-l) generated by the first M 
Markov parameters of t2(2)/,4(2) as the block Hankel vector of the NP(6ap) 
problem (2.20). The vector h is clearly Hermitian, i.e., hj = h~, Vj. 
The following theorem presents an explicit one-to-one correspondence b - 
tween solutions to the problem (2.20) and solutions to an associated Stieltjes 
moment problem with the block Hankel vector h of the former. 
Theorem 2.5. Let h = (ho, h l , . . . ,hu- l )  be the block Hankel vector of the 
NP(~p) problem (2.20). Then the NP(~p) problem (2.20) is solvable if, and only if, 
the Stieltjes matrix moment problem associated with [l: 
hj = / uJdr(u), j=0 ,1 , . . . ,M-2 ,  
0 (2.22) +~ 
hM-I >t /u  M-I dr(u) 
0 
is soh, able. In this case, there exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween their 
solutions F(2) and r(u) (0 <~ u < +oo) determined by the jbrmula: 
+~x~ 
/ dr(u) 
F(2) = f2(2)+ A(2). (2.23) U -2  
0 
More precisely, if F(2) ~ :4~ is" a sohaion to the probh, m (2.20) and admits a 
representation (2.1), then and only then 
I 
dr(u) = ~ dtr(u) (0 <~ u < +c~), (2.24) 
and 
+'y,: + ~'x:, 
hi u ~dr(u), j 0,1 M-2 ,  h~- i= 
0 0 
where v >i 0 is the same as that appearing in Eq. (2.1). 
! dz(u) + v, 
The proof Theorem 2.5 is only a little different from the one in Theorems 1.3 
and 2.2, and therefore will be omitted. 
It is known [3] that the Stieltjes matrix moment problem (2.22) is solvable if 
(A  ,~!(M-l}/2J )[(M-2)/21 Ho = v';+J/~,j=0 I> 0, HI = (h,+j+t,,j=o >i 0, (2.25) 
where by Jr] denote the integer part of real r. The proof of necessity of the 
condition (2.25) is very simple by a direct verification. Thus, from Theorem 2.5 
we deduce an extension of Theorem 2.3 to a certain extent. 
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Theorem 2.6. Let h= (ho, hl , . . . ,hM-l)  be the block Hankel vector of the 
NP(Sep) problem (2.20). Then the NPt~ pj problem (2.20) is solvable if, and only if, 
(2.25) holds true. 
Thanks to the correspondence given in Theorem 2.5, the study of the 
Stieltjes matrix moment problem (2.22) enables one not only to find solvability 
conditions, but also to get the solutions of the NP(,~p) problem (2.20). 
The solution of the Stieltjes matrix moment problem (2.22) with M even wag 
first considered by Dyukarev [17] and by Bolotnikov [8], who gave the de- 
scription of all the solutions for nondegenerate and degenerate cases, respec- 
tively. In the case when M is odd, a more detailed iscussion is need and will be 
dealt in separate investigations. 
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